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Astra Militarum: Cadian
Command Squad
Price 35.40 Euro €

Availability Usually in stock

Shipping time from 1 to 10 days

Number 47-09

Producer code 99120105102

EAN 5011921182268

Manufacturer Games Workshop

Product description

Astra Militarum: Cadian Command Squad
This multipart plastic kit builds a Cadian Command Squad, made up of a Cadian Commander and four Veteran Guardsmen.
The Cadian Commander is armed with your choice of a laspistol, bolt pistol, or plasma pistol in one hand, and a chainsword,
power sword, or power fist for the other. Each of the accompanying Veterans is equipped differently – one field medic with a
lasgun and medi-pack, one vox operator with a laspistol and master vox system, one bodyguard with a laspistol and your
choice of chainsword, power sword, or power fist, and one standard bearer carrying a lasgun alongside a regimental standard.
The bodyguard and banner bearer can each instead be built as weapons specialists, armed with your choice of a flamer,
grenade launcher, meltagun, or plasma gun.

The kit includes even more cosmetic choices to make your Command Squad stand out, like magnoculars, slung and stowed
weapons, three finials for the regimental standard, and loads of different head and basing options than can be mixed and
matched around the squad – enough to ensure that each Command Squad in your army looks like the unique veterans they
are.

This kit comprises 123 plastic components, and is supplied with 5x Citadel 28.5mm Round Bases. Also included is an Astra
Militarum Infantry Transfer Sheet, with 597 transfers featuring numerals, squad markings, and Cadian regimental heraldry.
These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly – we recommend using Citadel Plastic Glue and Citadel Colour
paints. 
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